INTRODUCTION
Component assembly is the process of designing a software system from off-the-shelf components and combining them to form a functional system. Components are chosen such that the user defined specifications should be satisfied. During assembly the engineer must be concentrated with the functional and non functional properties of the components and also how they interact as a system. Selecting components for a given configuration is a time consuming and also a tough task that includes searching through the entire vendors catalog and matching it with required specification.
Component assembly is a challenging task because of the size of the solution space and process of evaluating designs. Correct automatic assembly of software components is required for large software systems and it is considered an important issue of CBSD (Inverardi et al 2003) . Integrating a system with reusable software components or with COTS components introduces a set of problems in integration and also in functional properties.
One of the main problems is related to the ability to properly manage the interactions between the components. The management of dynamic interactions of the components forming the application can become very complex in order to prevent and avoid undesired interactions (Grudin 1994 , Koch 1995 .
COMPONENT ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
Currently the tools for assembly, configuration and management of component based applications are quite primitive. Most of the tasks are performed manually by technology experts which is more expensive and rare resources (Bordeleau and Vigder 2004) . So there is a need for solutions that help to reduce the risk associated with component based application development with minimum cost. In the assembly phase, a perfect assembly method is needed to find the priority among the selected software 
Component Coupling
Coupling is a measure of interconnection among the components in Values for a, b and c must be derived empirically.
Using these factors component coupling indicator m c is defined as
where k is a proportionality constant which is derived empirically.
As the value of m c decreases, overall component coupling increases.
The coupling parameter m ij is a simple weighting factor that reflects the desirable connectedness between any two components and is calculated using equation (5.1). The calculated coupling parameter is converted to five-point scale value and that value is assigned with a symbol for simplicity.
Components that have complicated or high volume of interactions with other components acquire a high coupling value. Conversely those components which are independent have a coupling value of '1' applied. 
Dependency Chart
The Dependency Chart is used to document the desired "closeness" between the components. The systematic process of optimizing the component assembly process requires understanding the coupling between various components of the software architecture and also this chart allows capturing that information in an organized fashion. The first step is to take the various software components from the software architecture and list them in the first column of the dependency chart which is mentioned in Figure 5 .1. In this chart, the matrix to the right of that list (2 nd to 7 th ) provides a cell for the coupling between every pair of components that is to be calculated using equation (5.1). Figure 5 .1 shows a dependency chart for a software system with 6 components.
Figure 5.1 Sample Dependency Chart
Since the interaction within the same component is nil, the values for the diagonal cells are not assigned. C1 to C2, C1 to C6, C2 to C3, C3 to C2, C3 to C1, C4 to C6, C4 to C1 and C5 to C6 are having very high interaction between them. So they are assigned with 'A'. Component C1 is highly interactive with C3. So the cell is assigned with 'B'. Similarly C2 to C5, C2 to 68 C6, C3 to C4, C4 to C2, C6 to C1 and C6 to C4 are assigned with 'B'. Based on the interaction importance, the cells are separated as moderate interaction, low interaction and no interaction (Independent components). According to this rule other cells are assigned with 'C', 'D' and 'E'. Using this dependency chart dependency rating is calculated to select components for assembly.
Component Dependency Rating
Component Dependency Rating (CDR) is used to give priority to the components for assembly in a specified sequence. Using CDR, components are chosen based on the coupling value with other components. This is useful for software architecture design and also for modification of the architecture. Component dependency rating is computed for all components based on dependency chart values. Component dependency rating of a component is calculated as the sum of the numerical values of the coupling parameters with all other components based on dependency chart is given as:
For the given dependency chart in Figure 5 .1, the CDR values are given in ii) To find a well-defined infrastructure for component based software system.
iii)
To make a better coordination between components in the software architecture.
iv)
To avoid intricacies and complexities in software integration.
v)
To minimize the overall development time.
vi)
To maintain flexibility of arrangement and operation of components.
vii) To obtain a cost effective software system.
Procedure for Dependency Based Component Algorithm
The required input and output parameters are:
Input: 1. Number of components for developing a software system (n)
Component Dependency Chart
Output: Order of components for assembly
The following steps are needed to progress the assembly of software components. automatically the algorithm turned to next level of coupling value 'C'.
Similarly it is followed for all the levels. In case of ties i.e. two components have the same coupling value then highest CDR component is chosen. If both the components have the same CDR, component with highest lines of code is chosen. The same procedure is applied till all the components are assembled.
CASE STUDY
The proposed technique is applied to component based ERP application software. The already selected components were used to check the applicability of the algorithm. ERP is the solution to solve many of the problems in business application. The ERP is used to make the proper information flows to all departments in a company. This is also used to integrate the various resources through information celebrity (Oakland 2005) .
It is assumed that the software components for ERP are already selected using GA which is explained in chapter 4. A typical ERP system is explained in section 4.4 which consists of the following components. 
Dependency Chart Construction
Component coupling (m) is calculated for all the components using equation The coupling values of different components with other components are calculated and all of them are shown in Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. 
MC FC SCM CRM HRM PMC
Dependency rating for all components is calculated by adding all the coupling values of the components displayed in the dependency chart and shown in Table 5 .10. 
Discussion
The algorithm for component assembly based on component coupling is applied for the case study of ERP and it is demonstrated. ERP system comprises of six components. The proposed assembly algorithm is applied and the order of assembly has been found. According to the algorithm the Human resource management component in ERP system is considered as the highest priority component since it contains more number of inputs from other components and also sends its output as input to other components. In this ERP software, manufacturing component gets the least priority for assembly which has minimum number of input and output utilization by other components. The algorithm also says how to choose a component for assembly when two or more components have the same coupling value. After the first three components are assembled, there is a tie in selecting the 4 th component for assembly i.e. MC and SCM components have the same coupling value with HRM component. Since SCM component has the dependency rating higher than MC, it is given priority over MC in assembly order. The result obtained in this work is not common for ERP software in all the industries. It may vary from industry to industry depending upon their application and its requirements. The algorithm is mainly used to decrease the complexity in the assembly phase of component based software development process with minimum efforts needed by software experts.
CONCLUSION
This chapter presents a new technique to assemble the components based on component dependency. According to the literature, there is no proper methodology followed in software industries for assembly of components. The proposed algorithm is simple and flexible for any component based software development. The algorithm is highly suitable for rapid development of large software systems. A simple case study for ERP system is used to illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach and also it can be extended to any system. It is believed that the proposed algorithm is a new initiation in component assembly and highly suitable for large scale software industries.
